The Pond Farm Guest House

The “Guest House” was originally designed in 1962 and will serve as the residence for visiting artists. The house has been recently renovated and upgraded and is ADA compliant.

- Guest House accommodations include:
  - One bedroom with furnishings and one bathroom, suitable for an individual, or a couple, possibly including a small child.
  - A kitchen with basic amenities
  - A living room
  - Linens are provided

- Residents are responsible for buying and preparing their own food. There is a Safeway and Health Food Store in Guerneville – about 15 minutes away.
- Residents must bring any special tools, utensils, or supplies they might need.
Exterior of the Guest House with ADA ramp on the left

Views from the Front Door of the Dining Area and Living Room
View from the living room

From the Living Room into the Kitchen

Kitchen with brand new appliances

Looking from bedroom into Living Area
Bathroom – fixtures have been added, a shower curtain and other useful items

Bedroom has two dressers and a large closet